Chapter News
presents full-scale 3D images. Space Graph applications
include CAD/ CAM systems, medical diagnostics, and CAT
scanners. On November 18 a demonstration of the Xerox
5700 laser xerographic electronic printing system was
provided by Tony Cinfini and Doreen Kushner. Using a
laser to produce a dot matrix image of 90,000 dots/ in 2 ,
this system is capable of generating 43 pages per minute.
Thanks to Kevin Kilcoyne, Chapter Program Chairman,
for providing this informat ion.
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Roy Folk. Product
Manager, Personal Software. Inc.

BAY AREA CHAPTER on October 20 was edified, in a
well-attended meeting, by a program entitled "Software
Interface to the Unsophisticated User ... What Makes
Visicalc Successful" by Roy Folk of Personal Software,
Inc., Sunnyvale . Thanks to Mike Rehmus, Chapter Chairman, for both a picture of the speaker and a letter
describing Visicalc, one of the new generation of software
designed for persons untrained in computer programming.
Quoting Rehmus: " The essence of Roy's talk and demonstration was to show the technology of allowing noncomputer users to use and configure a very complex
program without 'programming ' as we think of it. Personal
Software has carried the concept through their entire line
of productivity improvement programs that work with
Apple, H-P, IBM, and Radio Shack personal computers."
LOS ANGELES CHAPTER featured a demonstration and
discussion on October 28 by Hank Stover of Genisco
Computers Corporation, Costa Mesa . His topic was Space
Graph, a new 3D computer display visible from front, back,
top or bottom. This system does not use holography but

MID ATLANTIC CHAPTER on November 10 enjoyed an
excellent discussion, accompanied by slides, vi ewgraphs,
and demonstrations, entitled "Vision Research and Display
Technology" by Dr. Bernice Rogowitz, Research Staff
Member, Display Technology Group, T.J. Watson Research Center, IBM, Yorktown Heig hts, NY. Dr . Rogowitz
pointed out that the output of all visua l disp lay devices
requires human sensory perception and interpretation .
Thus these human factors are an integral part of the total
display system . The speaker, whose research includes
studies of the spatial-temporal interaction of visual sensory perception, discussed recent work relative to the
psycho-physics of such perception. Thanks to Sam Goldfarb, Chapter Chairman, for his good report.

MINNEAPOLIS/ ST. PAUL CHAPTER deserves its usual
gold star for prompt reporting of technical meetings. On
October 16 there was a talk by Doris Berndt of the
Minneapolis Star-Tribune on how home news is handled
via computer and display technology at a large metro pol ita n
newspaper. " Doris did an excellent job!" wrote Allen
Taylor, Chapter Chairman. Attenda nee was good, too, with
16 SID members and 15 guests.
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Dr. Cornelis J . G erritsma , Chairman of the St eeri ng Com m ittee,
opening Eurod isp lay.

EURODISPLAY '81 . Every two years since 1970 display
experts from around the world had met at the US Biennial
Display Research Conference. This Biennial Conference
has now evolved into an annua l meeting which will
alternate ly meet in Europe, the U.S.• and Japan. Eurodisplay '81, held in M un ich, Germany from September 16-18,
1981 , was the first in this new series of annual display
research meetings; the next meetings will be in Cherry
Hill, N.J. (October 19-21 , 1982) and Kobe, Japan (October
3-5, 1983).
Eurodisplay '81 brought together some 330 display
experts for an intensive exchange of new ideas and resu lts
in all areas of display technology; ab out 10% of the
attendees came from the U.S., and another 7% from the
far East.
The conference covered a wide variety of topics in
technical and poster sessions. Particularly strong were
sessions on liquid crystal and electrochemical displa ys
w ith 17 additional papers on these subjects presented at
poster sessions. A number of papers covered new li quid
crystal/ dye systems, multicolor display panels, and multiplex or matrix addressing techniques.

The session on Hu man Factors w ith four additional
poster sessions reflected the strong inte rest and w idespread activit y in th is fie ld in Europe.
Three more sessions offered the latest news in EL
displays, CRTs and VFDs, and Plasma displays. Fina lly a
session on Addressing described the many problems of
addressing or multiplexing flat panels and potential
solutions using TFTs or amorphous integrated circui ts.
This conference gave evidence of strong activity and
appreci able depth in the European display effort. Since
most of the attendees and a uthors would not have been
able to attend existing U.S. confere nces, Eurodisplay
provided a much needed forum in Europe for researc hers
to meet and discuss their work and ideas. All the pape rs,
including poster sessions, are su mmarized in the Conference Proceedings available from SID, 654 North Sepulveda
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90049.
EDITOR'S NOTE: We want to thank Dr. Joh n A. van Raalte
for this description of Eu rodisplay '81 and the color
photographs of SID Members Chang and Gerritsma . John,
as you know, is one of the SID officers who provides
inva luable services to the Society.

Dr. lfay Chang , 51 D Treasurer, enjoying Munich during Eurodisplay
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LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS*
by Dr. Allan R. Kmetz
Supervisor, Liquid Crystal Display Development
Bell laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ
Introduction
Only ten years ago, there were no liquid crystal display
(LCD) products. Liquid crystals had been know n for a long
time 1 as organic compounds which exhibit an intermediate
liquid phase with long-range molecular order in a range of
temperatures between the ordinary isotropic liquid and
crystalline solid phases. Several industrial laboratories
w ere working on a variety of liquid crystal elect rooptic
effects2 in hopes of developing a practical display device.
Today w orld-wide LCD production is w ell over 200
million pieces annually, largel y for consumer elect ronics
applications such as digital wristwatches and credit-ca rd
calculators which would be inconceivable with any other
type of display. The overwhelming majority use the tw isted
nematic effect 3 (Fig . 1), wherein the application of a few
volts suffices to switc h the polarizati on of transmitted light
by 90°. The addition of segmented transparent electrodes
(Indium Tin Oxide), polarizers and a refle ct or yields a
device which can produce vi sible patterns by selectively
modulating ambient white light.
The LCD achieves high contrast over an acceptable field
of view with a pow er dissipation w hich is low er by three
orders of magnitude than comparable displays which
generate light themselves. Most LCDs today are used in
battery-operated portable devices for this reason, but
economies of batch fabrication rooted in its simple glasssandwich structure have also made the LCD substa ntially
chea per than its competitors so it is beginning to find
applicat ion o n cost grounds eve n wh ere powe r is not a
fa ctor.
Twisted Nematics
Simple Displays. The first important LCD product, after
a few f alse st arts, was the 3V2 -digit w ristwatc h. By th e
time custo mers recognized this happy marri age of the LCD

w ith CMOS electronics, a thoro ughly reliable display
system w as ready. Oblique evaporat ion of SiO produced
stable, repeatabl e boundary condition s4 for the liquid
crystal layer. A gla ss-and-metal hermetic package and ac
drive w aveforms prevented con'tamination or degradation
of the LC material. Elastomeri c connectors w ere pressed
into service for gas-tight interconnect ion between the LCD
and its driver IC. After LCDs had driven out LEOs and
generated a skyrocketing demand for digital watches, their
reliability could be accepted on the basis of customer
experience in the field. Recent studies 5 of hermetic LCDs
project lifetimes in excess of ten years.
In a simple w atc h, every individual display segment is
connect ed to its own independent driver. No voltage is
applied t o unselected segments, while selected segments
are turned on as hard as the supply voltage (t ypicall y 3V)
will allow . Because an un restricted choice of drive voltage
maximizes display perform a nee, this simple " direct-drive"
scheme is preferred whenever the number of display
segments is not too large. For example, liquid crystal
displa ys comprising complete automobile dashboards 6
now under development require direct addressing to drive
them ha rd enough to turn on fast at - 30° C, even w ith new
low -viscosity LC materials.
Calculators, etc. Direct addressing proved too expensive,
however, f or hand-held ca lculators. At least t wo ICs are
needed for direct drive of the more t ha n 64 segments in an
eight -digit display. Matri x addressing provided a solution
by all owing each drive line to control several segme nts.
Connecting th e segm ents of a calc ulator display into a
matri x wi t h t hree rows as shown in Fig ure 2 reduced the
nu m ber of drive lines from 68 t o 28, making possibl e an
LCD calc ulator w ith only one IC. Today m ost calculat or
displays are organized as matrices w ith thre e or f our rows,
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MATRIX LAYOUT
FOR CALCULATOR LCD

tion to be displayed is multiplexed onto the columns by
synchronously choosing the polarity of column voltages to
add to or subtract from the corresponding row pulses. It
follows that, unlike direct addressing, the unselected
elements in a matrix see a non-zero voltage w ith rmsvalue
o.Jf In order for unselected elements to appear OFF, the
Le D must have an electrooptic threshold h igher than w
It t urns out also that the rms voltage von which is see n by
a selected element is not independent but is proportional
to vow Th us, rais ing von also increases vott so a give n
segm ent can 't be driven too hard without causing spurious
turn-on of other segment s connected to the same matrix
lines. Successful multiplexed operati on therefore requi res
th at th e LCD be turned ON acceptably by voltages not t oo
f ar above th res hold. Fig ure 3 s hows schematica lly the ki nd
of electrooptic charact eristic needed for multiplexing. The
attainable ratio9 of
to 11 decreases as the number of
rows in the matrix increases, because the dwell time f or
driving any given row becomes a smaller fraction of the
addressing period. Clearly a steeper curve is needed for a
matrix with more rows.
Hermetically sealed LCDs for wristwatches did not
possess the sharp threshold needed for multiplexing, so a
new t echnology was needed for calculators. Rubbed
poly mer fi lms were substituted for the evaporated Si O
surface treatment. This necessitated a low-temperature
plastic seal, whose lack of hermeticity in turn requi red new
chemica lly stable LC mat eria ls. 10 The resulting process not
only made LCDs suitable f or multiplexi ng but also was
am enable t o bat ch processing and large-area displays.
Lifetimes of f ive year s are cla imed, temperature-h umidity
cycling being th e toughest stress fa ctor. Th is rel iability
appea rs to be acceptable f or most applicat ions since the
low-cost plastic package predomi nat es over rece ntly deve loped hermetic processes 11 • 12 for the multiplexed LCD.

v

FR ON T
(CO LU MNS)

BACK

FI G. 2 . Patterns of front a nd rea r electrodes f o r a calc ulator display
addressed as a m atrix with three rows.

whi le complex watch displays may be two-line mat rices.
The sa me matrix addressing tech nology has been applied
recently t o electro nic games, using the fact that th e di splay
" segment" at each matrix intersecti on ca n have a complex,
eve n pictoria l, shape. In one example/ each segme nt
depicts one ca rd of a complete gin rummy deck, th e red
su its bei ng f ormed by a strip of color-se lecti ve polarizer.
M at rix addressi ngs achieves red uctions in lead count at
t he cost of great er demands on the characte rstics of the
LCD. Typica lly rows are pulsed cyclica lly while the informa-

MINIMUM

v

Complex Matrix Displays . Alphanumeric text in 5 x 7
format can be displayed on an LCD matri x with seven row s

CONTRAST
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ON
CONTRAST

MAXIMUM
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Von
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A

Voff

0

1

FIG . 3 . An LCD with a steeper th resho ld cu rve is needed t o add ress a matrix w ith a large r number N of rows.
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FIG. 4 Sim ple (a) and folded (b) arrangements for a mat rix w ith N rows.

(eight wi th a cursor), but t he m ultiplexing requirements
are then m uch more stringe nt than in ca lculators. Evol ution
t o such higher levels of multiplexi ng is a hard fight to bring
down manufacturi ng tol erances while enha ncing t he
intri nsic steepness ofthe electrooptic response through
improved LC mixtures. This is a principal thru st of cu rre nt
LCD research and development. motivated by the substa ntial opportunities for displays in such emerging microprocessor applicat ions as portable personal comput ers and
inexpensive w ord processors.
The electrode layout for a si ngle line of charact ers is
particularly simple (Fig. 4a), but th e number of drivers and
interconnections is appreciable: for 4 0 characters, M + N =
208. An arra ngement for two lines of characters with the
same leve l of multi plexi ng (N = 8) is shown in Fig. 4b. The
connections bet wee n rows can be made w ithin th e LCD or
extern ally on t he printed circuit board. Note th at th is
approach can 't be extended to three or more submatrices
because t here is no simple way to bring out the inner
columns.
Both layout s in Fig. 4 require the same number of drive rs
to display a given total number of characters if N is the
same. However the driver count is cut almost in ha lf by
doubl ing N. Alphanumeric modules incl uding LCD and
drivers w ith N = 8 are priced now at about $ 1/ character in
large quantity; modules with N = 16 are about 60¢/
cha racter. A w idth of 4 0 characters appears to be the
present limit in production. An LCD w ith 80characters in a
line w as announced, 1 2 but product ion has been de layed.
The scheme of Fig. 4b has been used w ith N = 16 t o
m anufactu re a display with four li nes of 32 characters.
Considerable progress is already apparent toward still
larger LCD mat rices for graphics. Hitachi has repo rted 13 a
prototype monochrome TV based on an LCD matrix laid out
as indicated by Figure 5. This " quad-matri x" method of
interconnection all ows their 120 x 1 60 array of picture
elements to be addressed as a 30 x 640 matrix to red uce
the dema nds on st eepness of th e electrooptic response. A
fie ld of view of 27.5° is claimed, wi th 16 gray levels and no
visible smear of moving images. Pocket TV can be expected
as a product in the near fut ure; even w ith its h igh level of
multiplexing, it wi ll probably prove acceptable to customers
w ho now buy portable radios w ith TV sound and no display
at all.
Special Tricks. The trade-off between display perform ance and number of rows in a matrix can be ameliorated
or complet ely ci rcu mve nted in special cases where the
appl icati on involve s the display of a reduced subset of all
possible matrix patterns. One exam ple is the electron ic
game " Biockbuster" 14 w hich operates a 16 x 16 LCD
matrix w ith the sa m e performance as a matrix w ith f ive
rows by taking advantage of the fact that on ly three rows of

bricks and t he two rows conta ining ball and paddle need be
activat ed Anot her exa mple is t he LCD oscilloscope 15
wh ich achieves performance comparable to direct addressing reg ardless of matrix size for the display of singlevalu ed w aveforms where one and only one segment is
selected in each column .
Recently developed fabricat ion techniques are also
helping t o increase the information capacity of twisted
nematic di splays. Double-l eve l " metallizat ion", usif)g two
superposed ITO electrod e patterns isolated by 8000A Si0 2
on each glass substrate, provides an adva ntageous
implement ation of the aforementi oned q uad- matri x
scheme as w ell as faci litating the display of t wo fixed
messa ges/ pict ures in one cell or segme nted digit s w ith no
gaps. 16 The idea one t hat two LCDs can display more
inf ormation than one has led to an LCD " cl ub sa ndwich "
with three pieces of glass enclosing two layers of li quid
crystal. By this means one wristwatch 17 sw itches at th e
touch of a button from the normal chronomet er display in
the upper layer to a complete ca lendar of the month in the
lower layer. The middle glass plate is kept th in (-'0.5mm )
to prevent a perceptible diffe rence in the depth of t he
images. The same approach has bee n used 1 8 to combine

"QUAD MATRIX"

a

f3
y

FIG. 5 . The Nx M pict ure array (left) is electrically equivalent t o t he
addressing m atrix (right) with N / 4 rows and 4M columns.
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two alphanumeric LCDs, arranged like Fig. 4b and multiplexed with 1/ 15 duty ratio, into a single unit displaying
eight lines of 20 cha racters.
Some LC materials have a dielectric relaxation at a
frequency of a few kilohertz where their dielectric
anisotropy changes sign. Hence the LC molecules tend to
align parallel to a low-frequency applied electric field but
perpendicular to a high-frequency field . A high-frequency
bias signal will thus inhibit turn-on of a twisted nematic,
causing an effective increase in the threshold for lowfrequency drive. 19 Since the slope of the electrooptic
charac_te~isti~ is unchanged by this shift to higher voltage,
the rat_1o v / vott decreases to allow multiplexing with more
rows 1n the matrix. However the LCD is essentially a
capacitive load so power dissipation, proportional to frequency times voltage squared, is greatly increased by the
high-frequency bias. Evidently dual-frequency addressing
can improve multiplexing at the forfeit of low power
consumption . In a recent demonstration,2o a dual-frequency display with eight lines of 64 characters performed
at 1/ 56 duty ratio with contrast, field of view and response
t!mes comparable to an ordinary LCD with only a single
Ime of characters, but power consumption was more than
1W.
The twisted nematic LCD is now well understood and
we can see its limitations.21 Evolutionary advances can be
expected, but we must look elsewhere for radical improvements in LCD appearance or matrix addressing.
Guest-Host Displays. The appearance of the twisted
nematic display is less than ideal. It is usable only within a
restricted angular field of view and, because sheet
polarizers function by absorbing all light except that of the
proper polarization, it looks dark in comparison to the
surroundings. Guest-host displays 22 may be the answer
(Fig. 6). When a pleochroic dye, which absorbs only light

with a particular polarization relative to its molecular axis,
is dissolved in a liquid crystal host, the dye tends to be
aligned by the host. The intrinsic spiral order of a cholesteric liquid crystal assures that any polarization of incoming light finds dye molecules which are properly oriented
to absorb it. 23 No polarizer is needed. An applied electric
fi eld which overpowers the cholesteric order and forces
the molecules to stand up parallel to the direction of light
propagation effectively switches off the dye absorption .
The resulting display has constant contrast at all viewing
angles and better brightness than the twisted nematic.
Several dyes which align well are known, and black
mixtures with high order parameter have been reported,24
but the search for an optimum guest-host mixture continues. Multiplexing of guest-host displays is even more
difficult than the twisted nematic, a two-row matrix being
just feasible at present.25 The dye display described here
has negative contrast, i.e. light characters on a dark
background, and drive voltages are somewhat higher than
twisted nematics. Several schemes have been proposed
for positive contrast.26
An interesting alternative for a guest-host display uses
the " club-sandwich" cell structure.27 Instead of a cholesteric host, the dye is dissolved in a nematic LC so the
molecules align uniformly in a single direction rather
than in a spiral. Then each layer acts only on light J30iarized
parallel to its alignment direction . Two orthogonally
aligned layers displaying identical patterns are superposed
to modulate all the incident unpolarized light. Nematics
with large positive dielectric anistropy are available for
low-voltage operation, or materials with negative anisotropy and homeotropic alignment can be used for positive
contrast. Improved multiplexing is also claimed.

(Pleochroic Dye Ordered By Liquid Crystal)

• • • 'I
FIELD ON - WEAK ABSORPTION

NO POLARIZERS
WIDE FIELD OF VIEW
FIG. 6. The Guest- Host display is dark (colored) in the off sta t e (left), turns bright (clear) with an electric field applied .
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Active- Substrate Addressing. Matrix addressing can be
enhanced by separating the functi ons of display and

GUEST -HOST LCD

FIELD OFF - STRONG ABSORPTION

''ACTIVE-SUBSTRATE'' ADDRESSING

FIG. 7 . A two-terminal threshold device (left) or a three-terminal gate in series with every display element enhances addressing . The storage
capacitor is needed unless C •witch
CLeo·

<<

matrix selection. If the LCD nonlinearity is insufficient for
multiplexing, then that task can be taken over by some
other electrical component placed in series with each
LCD.2e Both two-terminal and three-terminal devices are
under active consideration (Fig . 7)
Perhaps the most obvious approa~h is to put LC material
and an electroded coverglass onto a processed silicon
wafer bearing an appropraite matrix of MOS transistors.
The opaque substrate precludes the twisted nematic effect
with two polarizers,29 so dynamic scattering has been
employed.3o The cholesteric guest-host effect is also
applicable. A two-inch dynamic scattering TV display with
220x240 elements were also integrated on the 41 x51 mm 2
"chip" to reduce the number of interconnections. In this
approach, circuit complexity/ density is lower than in
typical ICs but the requirement of 100% yield across the
whole wafer is severe. Display size and cost are limited by
wafer size and cost.
The size restriction is relaxed with thin-film transistors
on glass. Evaporated CdSe TFTs have been demonstrated
in a six-inch square display.32 Yield problems remain and
TFT reliability is questionable, so recent research 33 has
concentrated on the TFT itself. Laser-annealed poly-silicon
is a promising alternative to CdSe.34
Two-terminal devices for display addressing are being
pursued in the belief that a simpler device ca n be
fabri cated with higher yield. One contender is the ZnO
ceramic varistor.35 A guest-host display with 70x175
elements at the resolution of 36 lpi has been built on a
2"x5" ceramic substrate. Conduction voltage for the
individual varistors varies ± 10% around 63V, so elementto-eleme nt nonuniformity is a problem. The varistor
approach is limited by present fabrication techniques to

moderate resolution. Another two -terminal nonlinear
element which has been applied to LCD addressing is the
Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) device36 which operates by
Poole-Frankel conduction in a thin layer of anodically
grown Ta 20 5. A twisted nematic LCD incorporating an
array of MIMs on glass has demonstrated 1 00-line multiplexing at voltage levels compatible with CMOS . Temper ature sensitivity may be a problem.
Storage Effects. Liquid crystal electrooptic effects with
intrinsic memory present another path around the obstacles to matrix addressing. Storage effects need not be
refreshed, so the duty ratio constraints of refreshed
displays are removed. As long as information once written
into a given line remains undisturbed as other lines are
written, the total number of lines is unrestricted. The
practical lim it is often determined by the writing speed.
When a cholesteric spiral has been unwound by an
electric field, it will return to a clear state or to a scattering
texture depending on whether the field is turned off
abruptly or slowly.37 The scattering state is met~stab~e
with a persistence of more than a week. Panels usmg th1s
storage effect have been made as large as 30~x~76
electrodes in an effective area of 122x230mm2. S1m1lar
displays with 212x272 elements at a pitch of 0 .33mm
have been used recently for Teletext images.38 Research is
also proceeding on non-scattering memory effects visualized by pleochroic dyes in which controlled boundary
conditions interact with LC material parameters to yield
.
configurational bistability.39
Smectic liquid crystals are more h1ghly or~ered than
cholesterics. Disturbances tend to get locked 1n, so longt erm memory is easi ly obtained, but more energy is
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needed to create a disturbance. A prototype TV has been
reported 4 0 which uses a smectic A liquid crystal to display
240x240 picture elements at full TV rate . Each row of the
matrix in turn is resistively heated above the transition to
the nematic phase. There the LC is responsi ve to lowvoltage signals on the columns. Elements wh ich are
aligned by the electric field as they cool back down into the
smectic phase are locked into a clear textu re; elements
with no applied field are disordered and cool into a strongly
scattering texture. For high speed and low power, the
display is only 9.6 x 9.6mm 2 and is used in projection.

Conclusion . For the purposes of this paper, progress in
LCD technology has been viewed as a quest for larger
information capacity in matrix addressing . Beam addressed
LCDs4 1 were not considered, nor were other effects42 with
narrow application discussed. Topics were chosen which
appear to relate to major LCD markets, now and in the near
future. Other trends worthy of mention inc I ude the growth
in active area of LCD cells, the increasing availability of
color through advances in color-selective polarizers and
dyes, and the use of bright lamps behind the LCD not only
for visibility in the dark but also for visual impact.
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1981
1

December

Honors and Awards Nominations Deadline (S ubmit to I. Reingold, ERADCOM,
DELET-B, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703)

7

Abstract Deadline for SID 1982 International Symposium (Submit to Leonard Klein,
Palisades Institute, 201 Varick St. New York, NY. 10014)

15

Nominations for National Officers and Regional Directors Due. (Submit to
B. J. Lechner, Nominations Committee Chairman)

15

Bylaws Recommendations Due

Super-sensitive Cockpit Yoke for HUD,
Fire Control, Guidance and other
Airborne CRT Displays

1982
January

4
20

Proceedings, Volume 22, No.4, 1981, Mailed
Quarterly Chapter Rebates Mailed

20-21

SID 1982 International Symposium Program Committee Meeting, Town & Country
Hotel, San Diego

22

National Board Meeting, Town & Country Hotel , San Diego, CA
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February

15

National Ballot Mailed

~

~

March
April

5
1
12

Proceedings, Volume 23, No. 1, 1982, Mailed
National Ballot Return Deadline

20

Quarterly Chapter Rebates Mailed

May

July

Post- Deadline Papers for SID 1982 International Symposium

9

Executive Committee Meeting

10

National Board Meeting, San Diego, CA.

10-14

SID 1982 International Symposium, Town and Country Hotel, San Diego, CA.

1

Proceedings, Volume 23, No.2, 1982, Mailed

20

Quarterly Chapter Rebates Mailed
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- ;. ::.:;.. :-,;.
. . - .... -. ..;.. ......
. ~ -. - ---~ .......
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Constantine Engineering Laboratories Company
(CELCO) of Mahwah, NJ and Upland , CA, recently
announced the latest design in super-sensitivity for
airborne CRT displays, the SXY-500 Deflection Yoke.
The CELCO SXY-500 is the most sensitive, lightweight
CRT Deflection Yoke ever produced for airborne displays,
and represents a new generation of high-speed , high
resolution yokes designed for?/8 inch neck CRTs, says
the maker. It is available with 50° to 70° deflection angle,
and weight as low as 6 ounces.

Full-page display announced for AppleTI'·' Computer. Micro Display
Systems, Hastings, MN, recently announced this new Applecompatible, full-page CRT display terminal developed for the office
automation industry, applying to word processing, data processing
and software development. The 15-inch screen displays 57 lines of
test by 80 characters across, and optionally, 661ines by 80. The new
terminal is fully compatible w ith WordStar™ (with SoftCard™), and
other packages including CP/ M based programs. For software
development, the system can display large sections of code at one
time for editing and debugging . The high-resolution display has an 87
MHz bandwidth and 6K bytes of high-speed buffer memory to refresh
the screen.

OTHER EVENTS
1982
January

12-14

DPMA Conference on Information Systems Productivity, Atlanta, GA

21-26

National Audio-Visiual Association Convention, Anahei m, CA

April

4 -5

Office Systems Resea rc h Conference, San Francisco

5-7

Office Automation Conference, San Francisco

22-25

New York Computer Show & Office Equipment Exposition, Nassau Coliseum ,
Uniondale, Long Is land, NY
Three Rivers Computer Corporation' s PERQ™ Systems includes
main computer, display station and keyboard . Developed in Pittsburgh, PA, it will also be sold by International Computers, ltd.,
Britain .
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The New Parrot Family of systems from Shasta General Systems,
Sunnyvale, CA- Xerox 820 hardware is combined with proprietary
Shasta word and data processing software, enhanced memory
capacities, and a choice of peripherals to create a family of specialized
systems ranging from easy-to -use entry-level systems to fully featured
business machines.
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GREETI NGS TO NEW SID MEM BE RS!
Each month you'll find a roster of new SID Members, li sted by Chapters with the Chapters in alphabetical order. If your
name - or a friend's - should have been listed and was inadvertently omitted, please let June Friend or your Editor
know immediately. We'll make amends in the next issue. See the front cover for your choice of addresses to which to
send vital data .
BAY AREA CHAPTER

Video Monitor For Microcomputers
Introduced by Zenith Data Systems

MIDWEST CHAPTER

Fa ncher, Tom
President
Pursuit, Inc.
*2475 Augustine Dr. #2.C.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-8384

M-BA

J ones, Boyd C .
*3325 Will iams Rd.
San Jose, CA 95117
(408) 246-9514
Product Manager
Versatec
2805 Bowers Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 748-3131
Yawitz, Mitchell A .
838 Chrysopolis Dr.
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 574-4075
Associate Engineer
Ampex Corp.
*401 Broadway, 3-59
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 367-3922

M -MW

M - BA

Burch, J ohn L.
261 0 West 24th Street Terrace
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
(213) 842-7630
President
Ergosyst Association, Inc.
*P.O. Box 3708
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

M -M W

M -BA

Flasck, Richard A.
* 1346 W. Fairview Ln.
Rochester, Ml 48063
(313) 652-2772
Manager, Semiconductor Div.
Energy Conversion Devices
1675 W. Maple Rd.
Troy, Ml48084
(313) 280-1 900 Ext. 585
Holmberg, Scott H.
*4598 Ravinewood Dr.
Milford, M l 48042
(313) 685-9429
Senior Staff Engineer
Energy Conversion Devices
1675 W. Maple Rd.
Troy, M l 48084
(3 13) 280-1 900 Ext. 529

M -MW

DELAWARE VALLEY CHAPTER
Harman, Georg e F.
*61 -8 Drexelbrook Dr.
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
(2 15) 259 -8422
Electronical Eng ineer II
Allen-Sherman-Hoff
1 Country View Road
Malvern, PA 19355
(215) 647-9900 Ext. 8433

I

A monochrome video monitor for use with microcomputers has been
introduced by Zenith Data Systems. The low-cost monitor has a green
screen, is housed in a tan plastic cabinet. and has a switc h to select
either 40- or SO-c haracter display.

Dorler-Mosley Effect Technical Data

. -- -•••••
•

1:1- • •

EUROPEAN CHAPTER
Tsang, Kai Ming
M -EUR
Manager of Technology Department
*Videlec Ltd.
2 Ng Fong Jan Sin Mee Industrial
Building 8 A / F
Sanpokong, Kowloon Hong Kong, China
3-283121

LA CHAPTER
Bernard, Edwin I.
Project Engineer
Teledyne Microelectronics
*12964 Panama St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 822-8229 Ext. 2552

M - LA

Hanada, Hiroshi
Chief/ Advanced Technology Dept.
Canon U.S.A., Inc.
*3191 Red Hill Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 556-1 036

M -LA

MID-ATLANTIC CHAPTER
Mulroe, J ohn F.
Product Sales Mgr.
Thomson C.S. F.
*301 Rt. 17 North
Rutherford, NJ 07070
(201) 438-2300
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New Touch Panel
Custom Manufactured by Cherry
New touch panel membrane keyboards f rom Cherry
Electrical Products Corp., Waukegan, IL, are said to offer
state-of-the-art tech no logy and custom designed versatility su ited for many electronic, app liance and ma nufacturing applications. Sealed construction and durable design
assure reliability and long life in home and office areas as
well as hostile industrial environments, says the maker.
Whether the application is home appliances or machine
tool controls, medical equipment or automotive products,
Cherry is geared to design a touch panel t o meet any
specification. Any key arrangement, legend, encoded or
non-encoded switches, special housings, backlighting,
additional electronic components and interconnected
display systems are all available.
Typical touch panel switch design consists of five
sandwiched layers: a g raphics layer w ith key legends
printed and/ o r embossed; a shorting pad with copper or
precious meta l t rances; a spacer; a c ircuit layer; and a
rigid or flexibl e bac king. Termination may be edge card,
friction fit or c ri mp connecto rs, solder pins, wrap pins or
flex cable. Total keyboard thi c kn ess is normally .030
inches o r more. Additional layers may be added for
special app licat ions.

A low-cost 12-inch video monitor for microcomputers
was recently introduced by Zenith Data Systems, Glenview,
IL.
The new ZVM-12 1 mon it or has a green screen and a
switch to select either 40- or SO-character display. Housed
in an orchard brown cabinet, the new monitor is compatible
in styl ing, size and color w ith the Apple II and Apple Ill
microcomputers. It is also small enough to sit on top of
most other microcomputers w ithout bu ilt-in video mon itors. The ZVM-121 displays an 8 x 1Ocharacter matrix and
up to 24 lines of informat ion.
Exterior controls include power, black level, contrast,
horizontal and vertical adjustment. and vertical size adj ust ment. A switch also permits selection of 40- or SOcharacter display.
The new video monitor has a bandwidth greater than
12.5 M Hz and a rise time of about 60 ns, improving the
definition of its characters. The DC-coupled video circuits
used by the ZVM- 121 are said to permit the display to
retain its brightness when the screen is f ul l of information.
The refresh rate is 60 Hz at 60 Hz line frequency. Power
dissipation is about 26 W at 120 V.

J

The Dorler-Mosley saturated transistor effect developed
by Jack Dorler and Joseph Mosley, eng ineers at the IBM
General Technology Division, East Fishkill, NY, yields
circuits with very attractive picojoule ratings, and gives
computer designers added f lexibility. As silicon semiconductor process technology matures, improvements in
circuit design are increasing ly important. The DorlerMosley Effect is still experimental, but it may find pervasive
use in both logic and array designs, according to IBM. The
effect incorporates the following features:
1. Yields picojoule rating of 0.4 when implemented in
experimental NOR log ic circuit. This is a lower rating than
w ith any bipolar logic used in the industry.
2. Improves picojoule rati ng in array decode circu its by
approximately 45 percent.
3. Speeds up memory delay at a reduced power level
allowing select current to be approximately fi ve times
greater than re ad current. Th is quickly discharges the
capacitances associated with the array.
4 . Enables development of novel la rge scale integrated
circuits because high values of capacitance are ach ieved
without sacrificing large amounts of area .
5. Dissipates high power on ly during transitions, w hile
maintaining only enough DC power to assure noise
margins.
6. Can be used in both curre nt mode and voltage mode
circuits.
7. Uses capacitive AC coupl ing to achieve attractive
picojoule rati ngs.
8. Ca n be implemented as an AC pul l-up or AC pull down technique. In the former, the em itter fol lower drive is
al lowed to equal approximately the supply voltage. In the
latter, negligible power is dissipated in the " off" state.
During the off-on-off cycle, the c urrent demanded by the
output tra nsistor goes from approximately zero to a very
high val ue of transient curre nt and back to approximately
zero.

Saturated Transistor: J ack Do rler, senior technical staff member at
I BM ' s East Fishkill Facility in New York, holds a wafer containing
results of the D orler- Mosley Saturated Transistor Effect experiment .
The insert o n the upper left is a magnification (about 500X) of the
same wafer, showing a capacitor (A ) and a pair of tran~istor~ f.BJ.
Saturating a transistor eliminates the need for the capacitor, g1vmg
circuit designers a dramatic size advantage.
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in the 40's

Piiceon Introduces the PM 2010
Featuring New Ansi Standard Functions
A smart terminal said to feature the most complete set
of ANSI standard terminal control functions available in
the industry is now available from Pi ice on, Inc., San Jose,
CA.
Designated the PM 2010, it is claimed as the industry's
first smart t erminal to combine the new ANSI standard
(X3.64-1979) with a powerful 8086 microcomputer, 32K
RAM expandable to 256K RAM, and a full page, 66 by 80
character video display.
" This powerf ul combination of features on the PM 2010
allows users to define their own terminal characteristics,"
according to John Cosley, vice president. " For example, by
using the down load and go function , users can down load
programs from the com puter to change the definitions of
th e keyboard characters.
" This capability w ill allow both systems houses and
users to optimize the characteristics of the terminal to fit a
virtually unlimited number of different applications," Cosley
says.
The PM 2010 is plug compatible with any computer
supporting standard ASCII terminals, but is ca pable of
going well beyond this via the new ANSI standard . This
new standard, along with other PM 201 Ofeatures, enables
the terminal to pre-process data within the terminal that
normally would need to be processed by the computer.
By pre-processing this data, the PM 201 0 off loads work
from the computer and helps minimize the transfer of data
between the terminal and the computer. Some of the
operations on data that are implemented by the terminal
include: down load and go, form filling and transfer, area
qualifiers, block mode transmissions, multi-page, and
cursor controls with associated numeric parameters.
Support for application program commands, operating

intheD

'lfLMAN

I
:tillMAn
was ligtttlng is still lighting
CRTS!

Piiceon's PM 2010 combines implementation of ANSI standard
terminal control functions with a 66 -by-80 character video display, a
16-bit microprocessor, 32K RAM expandable to 256K, and 8K bytes
EPROM.

system commands and privacy messages is also inc I uded .
The PM 201 0 combines the 8086 microprocessor with
32K bytes of RAM (optionally expandable to 256K RAM)
and 8K bytes of EPROM on a single board. The terminal
has two RS-232C ports and a parallel printer port. Ten
transmission rates between 75 and 19.2K baud are switch
or software selectable.
The terminal's full page video display utilizes a 7-by-9
dot matrix in a 9-by-15 field for attractive, easy-to-read
characters. Any combination of 128 characters, including
upper and lower case with descenders, can be displayed in
high or low intensity with blinking, reverse, blank and
underline capability. The 107 key detachable keyboard
consists of a full alpha-numeric set, with N-key roll over.
The keyboard also include eight function keys, a numeric
key pad and various dedicated keys.

Spellman Model 7516
Built in 1947

Spellman
Model RMC 16PX

This vacuum tube pioneer and
predecessors provided high voltage
source for early television, radar and
projection systems.

e

Military and airborne
displays.

e

Projection CRT s

• CRT terminals
• Phototypesetting

e

Depressed cathode
systems

e

Dynamic focus

• CRT testing and
quality control

A design of the '80's
This state of the art multiple output CRT
power supply employs highly reliable solid
state components and provides all of the
necessary output~ for CRT operation.

For almost as long as there has been
CRT s, Spellman has been providing
power supplies for their operation.
Spellman has maintained leadership in
the field of high voltage technology for
well over 30 years.
Starting with the pioneering efforts of
the '40's when high frequency converter techniques were first employed
and continuing through to today with
our highly efficient, compact and reliable solid state power supplies,
Spellman has been lighting CRT s.
Let Spellman light your CRTs ..... .

Send for our catalog listing over 2500 standard products.

Model DLR-15
low cost CRT
terminal power
supply
Model RV 16P8/F
Dual output
militarized CRT
supply.
Model CRT 30 & 40
For lab,
development or
industrial use.
RMC
Multiple output
CRT modules
This is only a small sampling of some typical CRT power supplies.

"Our Fourth Decade of Leadership in High Voltage Technology"

Deaf Utilize Electronic Mail - The GTE Telenet Telemail™ service
introduced to reduce costs and improve communications in the
business world has bee n adapted for use by the deaf. Called Deaf net,
~he system has been widely praised by deaf persons who participated
m a three-year test. Alfred Marotta (seated) demonstrates how the
14 Information Display 12-81

system works as James Emery and Mimi LaPlante (right} look on.
Pointing to the information displayed on the terminal is Mary
Robinson , Executive Director, Deaf Communications Institute Inc.,
Framingham, MA., which has launched a drive to expand the system
nationwide during 1981 - the International Year of Disabled Persons.

High Voltage Electronics Corporation
7 Fairchild Avenue, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

•

(516) 349-8686

•

TWX : 510-221-2155
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Visual Technology Announces
Visual 300 Terminal
Visual Technology Incorporated, Tewksbury, MA has
recently announced the VISUAL 300, a microprocessor
based video display terminal. This new addition to the
Visual line is said to combine an extensive command set,
field proven hardware and a host of human design
considerations at a cost-effective price.

The VISUAL 300's command set complies with the
ANSI x3.64 sta ndard for display terminals and is well
suited for a variety of applications. Th is unit acts as a
simple conversational TIY replacement a multi-paged
text editing terminal, or buffered editing terminal.
Some features of the VISUAL 300 are: block and
character transmission; 12 user programmable non-volatile function keys each capable of storing 32 codes; blink,
underline, reverse, bold and blank video attributes requiring
no display space; up to 8 pages of display memory; block
graphics and line drawing character set; split screen; full
editing; programmable non-volatile columna r tabbing, and
forward, backward, and autofield tabbing.
Like all Visual terminals, the VISUAL 300 has a heavy
emphasis on ergonomic features including a set-up mode
which eliminates all cumbersome miniature switches.
Terminal parameters are presented on the screen in an
easy-to-read "menu-style" format. The user may then
select any set of paramaters via the keyboard. Once the
parameters are selected they may be stored in a nonvolatile memory. This method of configuring the VISUAL
300 allows the user to determine the power-up state of
over 60differentterminal parameters, from Line/ Local to
sophisticated transmission and editing modes.
Other design features include: 12" or 14" non-glare
screen in either green or wh ite phospor; high density 7x9
dot matrix characters; 7x11 on lower case; 25th non-glare
keycaps; audible keycl ick; 2-speed smooth scrol ling and tilt
screen.

Nominations Requested
For AFIPS Officers
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Liquid crystals
could be the answer
to your next
display problem!
If liquid crystal technology can be
used in a display you are
designing, planning, or even
thinking about .. .
call EM Chemicals.
Our expert technical team may
already have developed a
dichroic dye or twisted nematic
crystal to fit your design needs.
If you need rapid lowtemperature switching response
down to -20°C, or stability at
temperatures as high as 100"C, or
if you want high levels of
multiplexibility for complex alpha
numeric displays, wide angle
viewing, dot matrix, etc., we can
help you.

The AFIPS Nominating Committee is now accepting
the names of interested candidates for officers for the
1982- 1983 fiscal year which begins on July 1, 1982.
Nominations should be submitted by January 22, 1982.
The officer positions to be filled are President, VicePresident, Treasu rer, and Secretary. Elected persons will
serve for one year and can be renominated for additional
years.
The Nominat ing Committee will consider all c urrent
and past (at least six years) AFIPS and NCC Directo rs,
AFIPS and NCC Committee Chairmen, and all soc iety
national or international officers who have actively participated in AFIPS activities who meet qualifications contained in the constitution and bylaws.
Persons interested should submit information which
should include: position they are being nominated for;
summary of the past six years of AFIPS, NCC or society
experience; education background; current employment;
a brief statement as to why they are interested in the
particular office; and a statement of obj ectives they might
have for the organization. For further information contact
the AFIPS Nominating Committee Chairman:

George R. Eggert
DCASR, Chicago
O'Hare International Airport
P.O. Box 66475
Chicago, Illinois 60666
312 / 694-3031, Ext. 2380/2381

STIJP~

Call today for technical information on
LC s, as well as a full range of materials for
conductive coatings, ELD s, sputtering and
poration.

IEM

EM CHEMICALS

LASER OPTICS- A fiber-optic cable is used like a tiny flashlight to
inspect the optics that form a sighting and laser path for the
commander's sight in the U.S. Army' s M60A3 main battle tank.
Precision assembler Olivia Cannon checks the device which is part of
the laser tank fire control system now in high-rate productions at
Hughes Aircraft Company's Electro-Optical and Data Systems Group,
El Segundo, CA.

For complete details call (91 4) 592-4660
or write: Liquid Crystals Group, EM Chemicals,
5 Skyline Drive, Hawthorne, New York 10532
An lliJ Industries Company
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New CELCO Dual-Axis Ramp Generator

Finger painting - Simply by drawing a finge r across the surface of the
new TouchGraphicTM x-y solid-state controller, made by Tasa , Inc.,
Santa Clara, CA. o ne ca n " draw" lines or patterns that are already
digitally encoded. This m eans graphic information can be entered
directly into the computer with the moving touc h of a finger. The

Touc h Graphic controls are immune to triggering by external radiation,
heat or electrical interferen ce. This high -speed . real -time control is
solid-state and is said to improve reliability and control life expectancy
while reducing m anufacturing cost. Applications include graphic
systems, control systems and computerized machine control.

A new model RG-1 16 ramp generator made by CELCO,
Mahwah, NJ, provides0.05% linearity in ramp waveforms
with the operational flexibility in raster applications of a
dual channel format.
The RG-116 is said to feature smooth control of ramp
signa l amplitude, sweep period, sweep duration, and de
bias level fo r each c hannel. Variable duty cycle sweep time
is 10% to 90% of ramp period. The instrument provides
broad t ime base coverage w ith a 4-decade, 4-position
switch and optional range multipliers. Triggering versatility
resu lts from switch selectable trigger polarity and leading
or trai ling edge seleciton. Ramp output signal periods are
from 10 s to 100 ms (to 10 seconds optional ).
Application include use as a signal source in high
resolution CRT and laser scanning systems, as a general
purpose sawtoot h signa l source for laboratory and instrument use, and in CRT evaluation.

olid State Emitters

S!R-Emmers arod lf'lteC
. l\onu~

RCA Issues Product Guide
on Solid State Emitters

Plug-A-Bubble System cassette made by Intel Corp. , Sunnyvale, CA.
has 128K bytes of m emory and plugs into a ho lde r which is housed in
a c hassis. The e ntire system can fit into the sa me space as a 5V. -inch
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(13.33 em ) minifloppy system . Cabling runs from the chassis to the
multimodule interface board , simplifying design and installtion.

A 24-page prod uct gu ide providing tabulated data and
outli ne config urations of its solid state em itters is avai lable
from RCA Electro-Optics and Devices, La ncaster, PA.
Included are the fol lowing types of IR emitters and
injection lasers: infrared emitting diodes, pulse and CW
operat ed injection lasers, stacked diode la sers, and lase r
systems.
The product guide, SSE-1 00, features an appl ications
section depicting schematics of typical drive circuits f or IR
emitting diodes and injection la sers. Selection guides are
also included.
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Datamedia Introduces a 132-Column
Smart Terminal With
ANSI Compatibility
Datamedia Corp., Pennsauken, NJ, recently introduced
a 132-column buffered terminal that is said to incorporate
advanced display, editing and ergonomic features.
Called the Excel 62, the new 12-inch CRT terminal
features an 80- or 132-column display with a full 241ines,
block mode transmission, line and character insert and
delete, protected fields, extensive visual highlighting plus
double-wide and double-high/ wide characters, smooth
scrolling, and split screen/ regional scrolling.
Frank Zelis, the company's vice president of marketing,
explained that the Excel 62 and 64 with their smart,
standalone functions are targeted at a wide range of data
processing applications.
"The new Excel60 series is designed to offer maximum
flexibility and complete operator comfort at a competitive
price, "Zelis states. "The terminals are geared to users
who need form fill-in formats for such applications as
sales, order entry, purchasing, invoicing, etc. The Excel
terminal allows the form itself to be protected while the
data to be entered remains unprotected. The operator can
input the data, edit and verify it for completeness and
then transmit the 'entire block' to the host processor.
"The 132-column display capability of the Excel 60
series allows users to view wider screen formats than are
available today on most other buffered terminals. Coupling
this transmission features, the Excel 60 series offers data
processing users a powerful data entry tool."
The new Excel terminals feature complete ergonomic

GM Reduces CAD/CAM Time

design that includes non-glare, tiltable screens with
detachable keyboard and separate numeric pads all
packaged in a stylized enclosure. These terminals contain
built-in self-diagnostics and "works in a drawer" logic
boards, states Zelis.
The terminals contain built-in self-diagnostics and
"works in a drawer" logic boards.
The terminals are ANSI x3.64 compatible to facilitate
their use on a large variety of computer systems. They
directly compete with products like the DEC VT131 / 132.

CATHODE RAY TUBES

A computer graphics system that may telescope the
time needed to design manyGM automotive components,
as well as tool and die pieces, is being developed by Dr.
John W. Boyse of the General Motors Research Laboratories and a team of engineers from the GM Technical
Center, Warren, MI. This computer graphics system
provides a method of designing solid mechanical parts by
using simple rules automatically to combine elementary
geometric solids such as cones, cylinders, and spheres.
The software is called G MSOLID for Geometric Modeling
of Solids and is the culmination of a research project Boyse
initiated in 1975.1n 1978, engineers from GM's manufacturing development teamed with Boyse to develop the
interactive aspects of the graphics system. And in 1981,
GM's engineering staff assigned a team of seven engineers
to the project to accelerate the development effort.
"Our graphics system provides a complete, threedimensional computer model of a mechanical part. This is
a significant technical advance over the current system
that represents surfaces with a network of lines like a wire
mesh ." Dr. Boyse explains.
"Current computer graphics techniques that handle
lines and surfaces have proved useful for accelerating
sheet metal designs, such as automobile body panels. But,
mathematically, the design is represented in the computer
in only two dimensions. The surfaces may curve and have
a three-dimensional look but, like a Hollywood set, this is
only an attractive front and there 's nothing behind them.
"GMSOLID, however, provides for a complete threedimensional description of the solid object to be stored in
the computer memory," Dr. Boyse says, "And, this is
exactly what we need to accelerate the design and
manufacture of chassis, powertrai nand component parts.
Because the object is stored as a solid, properties such as

-

volume, weight and moments of inertia ca n be calculated;
and hidden line removal when displaying pictures of the
part is automatic."
The programming was designed for maximum ease of
use by the design engineer, according to Dr. Boyse "We
paid particular attention to the human factor aspects of the
software. Working with a light pen, an engineer chooses
from a menu on the bottom portion of screen showing the
'primitive' solids he needs and the combining operation he
wants to use to shape them .
"Outside of GMSOLID, no other solid-modeling system
has an interactive graphics capability - an essential
element to qualify the system as a practical design tool, "
Dr. Boyse says. "One of the key technical advances behind
the interactive capability is the speed of the display
re sponse. GMSOLID 's pictures are built up in seconds
compared to the minutes needed for some other systems."

HVPS

-

your way.

WE OFFER YOU TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR
A NY SP ECIAL CRT AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

CRT
FIBER OPTIC FACE
BACK PORTED
MONOSCOPES
HIGH RESOLUTION
CUSTOM GEOMETRIES
PHOSPHOR SCREENS
ELECTRON OPTICS.

Dr. John Boyse of the Computer Science Department at the GM
Research Laboratories holds a generator mounting bracket in front of
a GMSOLID display of the same part.

Quit sea rch ing the catalogs for
the power supplies you want.
• Custom High Voltage Keltron builds supplies to meet
Power Supplies at
your needs and parameters .
off-the-shelf prices
What's just as important, we do it
at su rprising ly low prices.
• Highest reliabilitySince 1963, we've been doing
tightest regulation
it with our own field-prove n
• Consistent delivery
designs, with the finest balance in
schedules
the business between performance
and cost.
Send us your specswe'll prove it to you very quic kly.
Keltron does It

SYSTEMS
FLYING SPOT SCANNERS.
MONITORS. INTELLIGENT
TERMINALS
DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION -TUBES AND
SYSTEMS.

YOUR way.

M. SADOWSKY

S. CARLISLE

SPECIAL PURPOSE
TECHNOLOGY CORP.
15818 ARMINTA STREET. VAN NUYS. CALIFORNIA 9140.6
TELEPHONE: (2131 989-4610
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Maverick Imagery - This series of three photographs shows the
images produced on a cockpit-type display by an infrared seekerfor
the AGM -6 5F M ave ric k missile during captive flight tests. In the
top segment. the seeker "locks on" to the guided missile destroyer
U . S. S Bag ley at a longe r range than the flight crew's visual range.
In the middle, the image is shown at the time the ship was sighted
visually by the flight crew. At the bottom, the Bagley is shown in
wh at w o uld have been the termina l stage of the missile 's flight.
Hughes Aircraft Company is d eveloping this version of the M averick missile family for the U.S. Navy.

KELTRON CORPORATION
H1gh Voltage Div1sion

225 Crescent Street, Waltham, MA 02154 •

(617) 894-8700
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Fluke 1780A

Fluke 1720A and Keyboard

Touch Sensitive Display
and Minicomputer
New electronics from the John Fluke Manufacturing
Co., Inc., Everett, WA. allow people to interact with
machinery, information systems, filing systems, instruments, inventory, process control, orders, cash machines
and numerical control systems just by touching a display
screen. The 1780A lnfotouch Display is a special display
screen with a t ouch sensitive overlay. Messages, numbers,
grahpics, menus, switches, and special characters can be
displayed throug h computer programming to guide an
operator's response step by step. Fluke's new 1780A can
stand alone or be placed in a rack or enclosure. Almost a ny
desktop compu ter, home comp uter, minicomputer or large

computer system can use the 1780A as a man-machine
interface.
The 1720A is a minicomputer with many diverse
applications from controlling automated manufacturing to
monitoring medical instruments. It featu res the touch
sense display of the 1780A plus full computing capability,
read/ write memory, floppy disk and electron ic disk memory
storage, bu ilt-in interfaces, real time clock. automatic
start-up, detac hable keyboard and a provision for remote
control operation . Computer languages avai lable for the
1720A inc I ude: BASIC, FORTRAN and Assembly Language
plus special software for elect ronic instrumentation. Up to
eight 1780A lnfotouch Displays can be controlled by one
1720A minicomputer. Both products use a 5 " x 9 " screen
with 16 lines of 80 characters and feature 60 definable
touch se nse areas.

In II
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MANAGER OF
CATHODE RAY TUBE
TECHNOLOGY
For one of the leading manufacturers of high
performance video monitors used in broadcast, teleproduction, medicine, process control and computer graphics.
Will be responsible for Monochrome and color
cathode ray tube design, evaluation, testing
and production support for new and existing
products. Must be experienced with CRT
and deflection yoke evaluation, spot size measu rements, gun transfer characteristics and
phosphor applications.
Requires BSEE and minimum 5 years experience in Cathode Ray tube engineering.
Conrac offers an excellent salary, benefits
package and a pleasant working environment
in the foothills of Southern California, located
18 miles east of Los Angeles. Re-location
allowances provided.
Learn more about this and other job opportunities by telephoning collect or sending
resume to:
Lou Tirapelle at: (213) 627-0891

CONRAC
600 North Rimsdale
Covina, CA 9 1722

magnetic shielding
requires precision
manufacturing
Over 20 years of experience in the design,
production, quality control and inspection of
magnetic shielding assures precision products
that stand up to the closest check.
FREE-send for our new brochure on magnetic
shielding alloys and photomultiplier tube shields.
Whatever your application, let M.R.L. meet your needs.

_ ;/;{r.r./WIJ/i"p

£RADIATION
LABORATORIES. INC.

u "~'rA:/f/~~

Magnetic Shie_
lding by Eagle
e CUSTOM SHIELDS
e STANDARD SH IELD

e SHEET
• FOIL
e DESIGN ENGINEERING

e FABRICATION
• HEAT TREATING
• TESTING

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE SHIELDS . . . CATHODE RAY TU BE SH IELDS.
MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS . .. TRANSFORM ER SHIELDS

e FINISHING
e CONSULTING
. SHI ELDS FOR

Eagle can help improve your product, and
Choose from a wide selection of shee t and foil,
lower costs, by des igning the right shield ..---.....•
so you can form your own shields. For
for you. Ta ke advantage of Eag le's
helpfu l des ign and cost data, write or
vast backg round in shield design and
call. Off ices worldwide.
prod ucti on.

P.O. BOX 24283

e INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, 46224 e PHONE (317)297-1030

92 N. Lively Blvd. • Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 • A rea Code (312) 437-5200
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